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A dynamic optimisation model is constructed to assess the 
response of farmers to acid :wils. It is based on technical 
coefficientsfr()m the Lime .. lt tn()dei, developed by the Wagga 

WaggaResearc/r Smfi(Jn of the New South WalesDepartment 
ofAgricllltureandFisheries. ThemodelisoJsheepproduction 
in the~Va8ga Wagga district of New South Wales. The 
objective function is to maximise the net present value of 
annual profits over 40 years. 

Porrlle soil andente,rpri.'\e conditions modelled; itwas/ozllld 
that farmers treated their land as a reneumble rather than a 

depletable resource. There/ore it is prOfitable to lime soils so 
that productivity does not fail below a certain level. Tlte level 
depends on input llnd ollfputprices.lfourpllf prices are high, 
itpaysproducers to reduce acidity more. Also, high long term 
interest rates lead 10 less remedial action and greater 
acidification. It is concludedthtU add soils are (l private 
problem to be addressed by /arlllen;. Government's role 
should be to promote Ihe development and extension of 

appropriate injormmion. 
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Introduction 

Higb soil acidity is rcducingthe yield of some of the more productive agricultural land in 
Australia. Tilearca known to be affected by reduced yields has increased, particularly since 
the mid~ 1970s, and further areas are expected to be progressively affected. 

Much orthe area affected was among the first to be planted to subterranean clover before 
or shortly after the Second World War. Under iMproved pasture. soil acidity can rise 
progressivcly as a result of tbe enhanced nitrogen status of the soil,particularly ifartificial 
fertilisers .are used. A~ soil acidity continues to .rise, problcmsofreduced yield can be 
expected to emerge in areas more recently planted to improved pastures. 

Soil nCidity can be controlled through using lime, changing management practices or some 
combination of both. This raises the question - if acidity can be controlled, why has the 
problem of reduced yield arisen·! There is some evidence to suggest that, until relatively 

recently, f arnll~rs did notknow thatthcir management practices could resuldn acid soil. This 
evidence~ combined with broad public concern aboutland degradation, led to the establishment 
of governmentprograms in moslstates to provide a greater level or infonnation for farmers 
on the causes, effects and ways of reducing yield losses arising from high soil acidity. 
However, another reason for increased acidity may be that applying lime can be expensive 
and such a practice may not be profitable for farmers in all instances. 

In this paper. a dynamic profit maximising farm model has been constructed in order to 
assess \vhattheeffectmighthcQfprovidingfarmers with full infonnation onthecausesand 

effects of soH acidification. The model is of sheep production in the Wu:gga Waggadisttlct 
of New South Wales. The objective function of the model is to maximise the net:prcsent 

value of a stream of annual profile; over 40 years. 

l~auses of soil acidification 

The purpose in this section is to outline some aspects ·ofthe causes of acid soils, efJects on 
yields and some of the management practicc"'ithatcanbc used for remedial action. This 
background information will be important later in the paper in setting the context for the 

dynamic optimisation model. 
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Theso.ilacidificationprocess and effects 

A full description of the chemical processes involved in soil acidification isbeyondlbe 
scope of this paper.and can be found in thcscientificliteroture(forexample,Williams 1981; 

Hclyar 1987). 

The acidity or alkalinity arsoils varies widely among soil types and arnongregions.1 Some 
soils are naturally acidic. However, d~pendingon the system of farming, soil type and 

climate. agriculturalactiviti.es may increase soil acidity. Tbegrowing of nitrogen 'fixing 

legumes and application of artificial fertilisers are the principal management practices 
contribu ting to the soil acidification process. Another.1andmanagement practice which has 
contributed to increased soil acidity Js the removal oeaeid neutralising carbon, for example 
by taking hay or wool, from paddocks. This interrupts the carbon cycle andisan lmportant 
contributor toacidificatiC'n roils under pasture (Ridley, Slattery, Helyarand Cowling 
1990). 

Manyof the farms that now have problems with acid soils are in areaswheremixed cropping 

.and livestock farms ,are common. In the mixed farming areas of southern Australia. about 

60 per cent of soil acidification can be attributed to nitrate leaching (Ecologically 
Sustainable Working Group 1991). Under subterranean clover pastures, reduced plant 
yields .resulting from acid soil may occur .after twenty lofifty years (Cregan and Belyar 
1986)~ The major cause of acid soil is thebuiIdup of nitrates ill the upper soil layers. This 
is a result of the normal fanning systems used .inareas where acid soils have become a 

problem. 

Since the Second World War, there hasbecn extensive growing of improved .pastures over 

wide areas of agricultural land .in Australia. The so called 'super-sub' revolution, whereby 
native pastures were replaced by subcloverdominantpus,(ures fertilised with superphosphate, 

has been an important contributor to acidity. Acidity was first recognised to bean 
agronomic problem in arcaswherothescpasturesh,we been grown for thirty years OTmore. 

Areas of highest induced acidity are areas whereprutures improved with shallower rooted 

subterranean clover arc common. These tend to be 1n the highcrrainfaUareas (Cregan.and 

Helyar 1986). 

1 Acidity.is measured by~ v.a1ue on a:\Cc11c of 1-14 known as lbe .pll salle. SoilS with ~pH value oflC!S.<i than 
5.6 are commonly classiOedas acidic and yields of most.plant.tt begin (() decline when soU pH drops below 
'S.O.The effector different pH.levels on yield varies widely, not <mly withphmt type, bulSOj) type and .climatic 
conditioll.~. The~fore, a low pH level in OIlC arcamay notncce~c;;:uilyindic.ate tllut plantyield~arc depressed. 
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High soU acidity affects plantyif41ds in various ways,one.·of which is through toxic effects 

ofnaturallyoccuning elements in the soil. Forexam,ple, as soil acidityincreases,'aluminium 

and manganese become morere.adily availabletoplantsand at high levels are toxic to plants. 
Conversely, other elements, such as molybdenum which is vital to plant nutrition, may 

become less available to plants (Cregan 1981). Hence, the effect of changes inpH on plant 
yields depends ill parton the chemical composition of soils and can vary widely from soil 
to soil. However, there is a general pattern of .effects ofpI-Ionplant yields. Yields are 
generally unaffected by pH over the range of neutral 10 acid soil (PH 7.O-S~6). As pH 

declinesbclow 5.6, yields fall sharplyrcaching a very low level for most crops at around 
4.0. For example, wheat yields in. the Wagga Wagga area in New South Wales are reported 

to dee line by 12 percentbetween pH 5.0 and pH4.6 and to decline by a further 29 percentage 
poinlc; betweenpH4.6 and pH 4.2 (Godyn, Cregan. Scott, Helyarand Hochman 1987). 

The geographical incidence of acid soils is nQtknown with great precision. The estimated 
area of agricultunlllandinAustralia where soils are acid or where soils areatriskofacidity 
is about 25 million hectares (Ecologically Sustainable Working Group 1991). The area of 

land where yields have been reduced as a resultofhighlyacid soils eQuId be much less. As 

noted above,the effect of soil acidity on yield may differ depending on soil type and local 
fann ing systems. Thcre.are still manyareas where acidity is notwidespreadbul which have 
the potential to become so. AreaSlhatare proneto induced ornaturalsoH acidity are shown 

on the accompanying map. 

Treatment of acid soils 

There are several actions that farmers .can lake in response to the agronomic problems 

caused by soil acidity. These include changing their enterprise mix to more acid tolerant 

plants, adopting fann management practices which slow the acidification process and 

applying lime to .lower the acidity of the soil. 

Some broadacre crops are more tolerant of high soil acidity than other crops (table 1). Oats, 
for example,are more tolerant of acid soil than barley. Farmers may accommodate 
increased soil acidity by growing more of the crops that are less effected by such problems. 

It is also possible that the land could be taken out of broad acre production for other uses. 

for example, agrcrforestry. However, by reducing the rangeofcropt; thatean be grown, soil 
acidity may reduce the flexibility that farmers have to respond to changing relative 

eommodityprices. 
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Table 1; Effedof soli pH on plant yields in Wagga.Wagga, New$outh Wales.a 

pH Oats-trlticale Wheat Barley.-rape Subclover-pasture 

% yield 

5.0 
4.6 
4.2 

• Based on moderately respon.,lve soil. 

100 
92 
74 

% yield 

100 
88 
59 

Source: Ciooytl, Cregan, SC~I. IJeJyar and Hoclul'lllh(1987), 

% yield % yield 

100 100 
73 92 
27 78 

Cregan and Hclyae (1986) have identified severcll managementpractices that can be used 

to rcduce, slow down, or even halt, the soil acidification process. These practices include 

feeding hay out in the paddock from which it was cut in order not to interrupt the carbon 
cycle,incorporating cereal straw .into the soil, timing plantings to minimise nitrogen 

leaching and using plant types that use more nitrogen from the soil. However, there maybe 
increased cost if new equipment is needed or increased managerial input isrequired,and 
itmay, therefore, not always be of net benefit for fanners to changemanagementpractices. 

Lime neutralises the acidity in the soil, thus raising the pH value (Cregan 1980; Hclyar 

1987). Broadly , the effect oflimeon soilpH diminishes as pH increases but the effects vary 

widely from site to site. Factors which influence the effect of lime are the buffering capacity 
of the soil and rainfall. Moreover, the effect oflime differs over time, reaching a maximum 
some time after application and then declining progressively. Usually lime is spread out on 

the soil surface and can be incorporated through cultivation or the effect pf rainfall. Field 
studies show that lime leaches into the soil over three to four years in high rainfall areas 

(greater than 600 mma year). In drier areas, the rate of movement is much slower (Helyar 

1987)+ In these drier areas or on sites with high subsoil acidity, lime can be incorporated 

through deep ripping, but this is more costly than surface application. 

Economic considerations for acid soils 

Optimal remedial measures for acid soils 

It is often assumed that degraded landshouid be returned to its original condition where 

possible. This assumption is jl1ustrated in some of the estimates of cost ofland degradation 

which base their measures on total repair of degraded. land (Blyth and McCallum 1987). In 
the case of acid so Us, this may be achieved by applying lime to return soil toilS original lower 

level of acidity. However, lime is nOlcQstlcss and the private benefits gained by the fanner 
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may not match the cost of purchasing and applying lime. Depending on the relative benefits 
and costs, a fanner may notfmd itprofitable to apply lime aLall or, atthe other extreme, it 

maybe profitable to raise .thepH of the soil above its origina11evel. 

The key factors that determine whether it is optimal to deplete soil or to maintain it are the 

.financial discount rate .andthe rate of growth in the value of soil. The tate of growth in the 

value of the soil depends on the stream of benefits that can be derived from the soil. In 
general, lfthe rate of growth in the value of a resource, such as soil, is slower than the 

financial discount rate, then it would be optimal to deplete the resource (Fisher 1981). The 

economic criterion used to juStify depletion applies when the increase in the value of outPllt 

resulting from remedial measures, such as liming, is less than the cost of the measures. In 

this case, itwould be more profitable to deplete the resource - thalis, the soil-and invest 

the profits in another investment receiving the financial discount rate than itwouJdbe to 
invest in maintaining soil fertility. On the other hand, if thecate ofgrQwth in the vruueof 

soil exceeded the discount rate t then it would be optimal to conserve the .soil. XC it was 

profitable for farmers to conserve their soils, then there wculd be some optimal soil 

condition consistent with maximum long term profitability. It may weUbethat the optimal 

condition of the resource stock would 'be of a lower .or higher pH status than the original 

status. 

Theeconomicconcepts discussed above can be ilJustrated usingthemodel outlined in Blyth 
and McCallum 1987 (figure 1). Thccurve,MB,is the marginalbenefitcurveand represents 

the.marginal returns to agriculture associated with each level of remedial action. The curve, 

Me, represents the marginal cost of remedial action. This is the least cost remedial action. 

The optimal, profit maximising pointiswheremarginalcostand marginal benefit are equal. 

This .occurs at Q2 in figure 1. Ifthere is some form of market failure, such as lack of efficient 

infonnation, thenilie level of remedial action may he less than optimal. This could be 

depicted as Q1 in figure 1. If remedial action is at this level, then the net benefit forgone by 

society from degradation is depicted by area A. 

Possible market failure 

Two possible sources of market failure relevant to the issue of acid soils are the non

excludability characteristics of information, leading to inadequate supply of information, 

and the lack of markel~ to overcome any divergence of preferences for the level of land 

degradation that might exist between farmers and other members of society. 
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Figure 1: Optimal remedial action 

Remedial AcHon 

Optimal soil acidity might be reached if there were perfectinfonnation about the causes of 

acid soil, the techniques that could be used to lower soil acidity and the relevant costs and 

benefits of such action. Howev.er, in practice, there may be deficient infonnationand 

fanners may; for example t only manage the soil so that soil acidityequhralent to OJ occurs. 
As previously indicated, this would result in an economic cost to society (depicted as area 

Ain the diagram). There is some evidence that, until ,relatively recently , fanners did not 
have the infonnationtheyrequired to know that their management practices were making 

their soil acidic. Scientific papers pointing to the problemo! acid soils were published 
during the late 1950sand early 1960s (for example, Williams and Donald 1957}.However, 

there was not widespread use of lime until the acid soil problem became evident in the late 

1970s and early 1980sand when events such as the RivelinaG-auopk Conference in 1981 

began to draw ,the attention of fanners to the red.lcc..i yields their fann pr.actices were 
creating, and which were then becoming evidf;nt 

Even if fanners had perfect infonnationon the effects of theirJanning practices on future 

yields, fanners' private preferences and,attitudes to risk may result in the overuse of soil 

resources from the point of view of the rest of.society • It has been argued, for example by 

Sinden (1988) and Chisholm (1987. 1988), that land degradation affects the welfare of non
farm members of society who value undegraded land. People other than fanners may wish 

to maintain soil in anund~graded state becausetheyvalue the existence of undegraded soil 

or,the option of using undegraded soU in the future. However, it is often difficult to establish 

markets for these values because of the difficulty of identifying the parties and the number 

of people involved (Wills 1987). This makes it difficult to determine the existence value of 

8 
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soil that is not ·acidified. There is no evidence to suggest .that the existence value for 
unacidified soil is large. 

The importance of any divergence between private and socialretums may begrea.ter where 

soil acidification is irreversible. Field studies innorth~tem Victoria have reveaIedsoils 

which are strongly acid deep into the subsoil. and which show no response to liming (Helyar, 

Hochman and Brennan 1988). Apart from replacing the soil, it may no longer be possible 

to return these soils to their pre-acidity state. That is, soil acidity has, gi ven current economic 

settings and technology ,become irreversible and without some technological innovation 

some potentially valuable future use oftbesoilmayhave been lost. 

The major current loss is fanning incom~. There may be some loss ·of non-agricultural 

production alternatives, such asagro.-forestry. But the economic effects of soil acidity 

appear to be largely site specific so that the .costs would be borne by the landowners .and, 

ifknown about, would be reflected in the owners' land management decisions. Hence, the 

economic issue would appear lobe the farmers' lack of information on the effect of soil 

acidity, both on crop yields and on loss of future alternative land uses. 

Dynamic model of liming 

Maintaining optimal soil productivity 

Amodel ofthe technical relationship between lime application, soil pH and crop and pasture 

yieldshns been developed and is in useas.afann management advisory 1001 by New South 

\Vales Agriculture (Fraser and Gcevcs 1990). This model, lheLimc-It model, is nonlinear 

and can be used be used to estimate the effect of lime applications on broadacre crop and 

livestock production over an extended time horizon for a wide range of soil types and 

conditions. In this paper, the Lime-It model has been extended to include a behavioural 

model of farmers decision making. The .behavioural model is broadly that a farmer acts to 

maximise thenetprcsent value of profits over forty years. This period was selected because 

lime can have effects on yields over a very long time period. 

The model can be used to investigate the behaviour .of farmers in response to changes in 

outputprices, the price oflime, the costof spreading Hme or changes in the long term real 

interest rate faced by farmers. The cost or applying lime has two components in themodel t 

a fixed component equal 10 the costs per hectare of spreading lime and a variable component 

setequal to the lime price per tonne. Farmers may choose to avoid the fixedcomponentby 

9 
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applying lime only in some years and allow the pH status of the soil to decline in between 
~pplications. The technical specification of .the model is outlined in the appendix. 

Briefly, the pH status orsoH is modelled to fOllow a declining path in the absence ofliming. 
This reflects the process of soil acidification under a regime based on subterranean clover. 
In the model, fanners are assumed 10 apply lime to their soil so as to maximise the netpresent 
value of the stream of profits derived fromthe crops grown or livestock raised. As the.effects 
of liming .are complex, a model bas been developed using the technical relationships 
establisbedin the above studies. These relationships are nonlinear so nonlinearprogramming 
techniques .arerequired. 

For any experiment, the model is specified for a particular crop or livestock industry in a 
nominated region. In this paper, the model specification is based on improved pastures .in 

the Wagr~a Waggu area. This region has a significant acid soils problem and is broadly 
representative of agricultural systems being affected by increasing soil acidity in Australia. 
The technical coefficients used in the model are obtained from earlier studies of the process 
of soil acidification (Hochman,Oodynand Scotl1989; Fraser and Geeves 1990). 

The Connulation of the model sim ulates how fanners respond to increasing acidification by 
either taking remedial action or continuing to run down soil quality. There may be some 
parameter values which would lead to the optimal action by fanners be.ingto rundown their 
soil. High lime prices, low output prices, high rates of discount and bighacidi.fication rates 
would make it more likely that fanners would find it optimal to run down their soil. 

Farmers' response to soil acidity 

The model can be used to describe the optimal response of fanners when they discover.that 
soil acidification is .occurring. Figure 2 shows the optimal path of lime application and soil 
pH for base values .of output and lime prices (see appendix). In this initial scenario. it is 

assumed that all .of the costs of applying lime are variablecost~,that is, the fixed application 
costs are added pro rata to the variable costs. This assumption allows the .optimal path to be 

more easily demonstrated. The optimal path has lime being applied every year and pH 
increasing to a level that is maintained by small annpalapplications. Under these base 
assumptions, it would not be .optimal to correct the soil acidity problem all inane year 
because lime in the soil is lost at a higher rate for hIgher lime applications than for low 
applications and the relationship between yield and pH is nonlinear. 

10 
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Figura 2: Optimal soil pH and liming rates 
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In practice, there .are overhead costs to spreading lime which do not vary with the rate of 

application. Figure 3 shows that the optimal pattern of lime application, where a certain part 

of the overall costs are overhead costs, is quite different when .all costs are variable with the 

rate of application. Now it be.comes optimnlto .apply a considerably greater quantity oflime 
in the initial yearto boost soilpH, and then to let pH gradually decline for acouple of decades 

before further remedial applications are made. (These results would need to 'be modified if 

excessive lime applications were detrimental to particular aspects of soil fertility, see U ren 

1990.) The exact timing of later applications made only a small difference to discounted 

profitstreams. For example, making applications at year 20 or 30 instead of the estimated 

optimum in year 281ed to only very small decreases in the net present value of profits. It 

would appear, therefore, that the precise liming of further limeapplicationsis .not critical 

to profit performance. This result means thatfanners could time their lime applications to 

coincide with high income years when, because oflheprogressive structure of tax rates, 

their cost of capital expenditure would be lowest (Lewis, Hall t Savage and Kingston 1988). 

The optimal long run pH does not depend upon the initial pH of the soil,but rather on the 

economics of achieving various pHlevels. These results are illustrated in figure4 where the 

effectofdifferentinitial acidity levels are examined. The fi~e4 costs of applying lime were 

not separately included for the estimations in this or subsequent figures so that the 

movement of pH toward the Qptimum could be illustrated more readily. (The inclusion of 

fIXed costs of lime spreading .leads to a cycle in soil pH without a terminal pH being 

revealed.) The optimal pH depends on, among other things, the price of lime, the output 

price and the discount rate. In tlgure 5, the effect on the optimal pH level of varying the lime 

price is illustrated for base values of the model. As lime prices increase, it becomes less 

economic to apply lime and the optimal pH is lower. 

Inefficient information cost 

The model can also be used to measure the costs of inadequate information about the 

occurrence of soilaciditicationand of management responses. Consider the situation where 

a soil has a pH of4.2. When the problem is identified, a profit maximising farmer could 

undertake remedial action. The difference between the discounted profit streams with and 

without remedial .action represents the net present value of insufficient information to 

fanners thatacidification is occurring which could be avoided through liming. This benefit, 

as shown by area A in figure 1, represents .the cost ofinadequute infonnationavailable to 

a fanner in such circumstances. 

12 



Figura 4: Optimal path of soil pH for different initial pH v.al.uGs 
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Using base values, the difference in the discounted value of the gross margins between 
returning soil toa pH of 5.15 (the pH value which is maintained) and soil withapH of4.2 
is $ 1 251ha. At the real discount rate of 5 per cent (which was used in tho calculation), this 
cost is equivalenttoa stream of annual costs of $6.25Iha. 

De~l1and for lime 

The model can be used to estimalethe effect of the price of lime on the optimal pH of soil. 
The estimated demand for lime .is shown in figure 6. At the base price of lime, $43/t, the 
elasticity of demand isO.6. The demand estimates are of derived demand over the first five 
years of application. Note that this elasticity depends, among othenhings, on output prices, 
discount rates and the pH status of the soil. Because the model does not take account of 
fanners' ability to change production mix in response to acidification, the estimated 
elasticity of demand represents a lower bound estimate and is lower than it would be if 
fanners were able to change output mix. At a future time, if farmers had corrected their 
acidity problem and only used prophyJuctic.applications oflime. tllen the demand elasticities 

could be different. 

Effect of different real discount rates on soil pH 

ThemodeLisconstructedso tbatthe impact of changes in discount rates can be investigated. 
High real discount rates would increase the optimal soil acidity and would reduce the 
optimal rate of adjustment in soil acidity. If the discountrate was high enough. the optimal 

soil pH would be lower. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of different real discount rates on 
optimal soil ,acidity for base parameters of themodeI. It also shows the optimal amount of 

lime to apply over thetirst five years. 

From thefigure •. itis clear that high discount rates lead to lower lime applications and a lower 
soil pH. However, even ifthercal discount rate was as high as 1 o percent, it would still be 
optimal to conserve soil rather than run it down to a point where it became unproductive. 
but the optimal pH would be ata lower level.. 

Effect of varying the output price 

Therehas been some debate about the effect on land degradation of increasing outputpriccs. 
Some argue that higheroutputprices would encourage a more intensive use or soil so that 
its quality would be run down (for example, La Fnmce 1990a.b;McConnell1983). On the 
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Figursa 6: Demand for lime 
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Figura 1: Effect of changing interest rates on liming ,rate and optimal pHlevols 
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basis of theirmodc:ls, 1..a France and others have argued that subsidies designed to reduce 
land degradation through output control wouldbecounterproductive~ Others argue that the 
soil is really ?. capital stock and that its value increases in response toincreases in output 
prices,and mereforethat fanners would act to reduce land degradation in response to an 
increase in output prices (Clarke 1990; Kennedy 1990)~ 

While there may be merit in each of these arguments in pNticular economic circumstances. 
the model described by Fisher (1981), would seem to llavemore direct significance to 
analysis. pf.situations where remedial action is possible. Ullder this model,. an increase in 
output price would result ina decrease in land degradation if an increase in output price 
increased the value of taking remedial action. 

The model developed in this paper is based on economic principies espoused by Fisher 
(1981) but also uses the empirically derived technical relationships from agronomic studies. 
Themooel, therefore, has the advantage that it combines .empirkal and theoretical 
relationships. On the basis of the model, under all reasonable parameter value;;, increasing 
output prices were found to provide an incentive to increase soil fertility by applying lime 
to increase pH levels •. Figure8 shows the relationship between output price. optimal pH and 

FigureS: Effect of changing wool gross margin on liming rates and optimal pH 
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lime application rates. It should benotcd that it would be profitable to apply lime even if 
gross margins. falJbya substantial .amount.This result is particularly re~evant as the base 
gross margins used in this model were derived using the auction prices of$4.90ikg greasy 
for wool: somewhat below the prices that prevailed before the fall in 1990 but above those 
prevailing in February 1992. However. if gross margins were to become negative for a 
sustained length of timc, then it would become optimal not to use the land for .agriculture. 
Even with very low gross margins, the response predicted by the model would be to 
conserve the soil as a productive resource. albeit at a lower pH level. 

Conclusions 

Thcprograrnmingmodcl simulates the.limingrate decisions made by farmers according to 
profit maximising objectives. In the model, it iS3ssumed that farmers have perfect 
knowledge about acidity and the effectivencss of liming. There is no provision made for 
irrcversiblcacidityand the liming technology used is assumed always to be effective in 
preventing or reversing acidity_ 

The optimal pH level of soH depends on output and input prices and on real discountrates. 
If the initial soil pH were above the optimum, then it would be profitablefor fanners to allow 
the acidity of the soil gradually to increase thereby lowering the pH. However. only under 
extreme circumstances would it be economically rational for a fanner to allow acidity to rise 
to a stage where the land became totally unproductive. Further,IDost of the adverse 
economic effects of increasing soU acidity appear to be site specific. Hence, maintaining 
soil pH is largely a private issue and private land management is unlikely toprec1ude.major 

options for the future use of the soil. 

Given the apparent economic incentives for farmers to maintain soil pH. instances where 
soil acidity has been alJowed to rise fora considerable period may be caused by lack of 
knowlcdgeboth of the acidification process and of the benefits oHiming or other remedial 
practices. A role forgovemment may be justified to promote greater economic efficiency 
throughJunding research to improve understanding of the causes, effects and extent ofacid 
soils and possible remedial measures if such infonnationdeficiencies exist. 

Several factors need to be taken into account when considering acid soil problems. First. 
research and extension expenditure should not exceed the efficiencycosl of acid soils and, 
in facl,expcnditure$ should only be made where expected benefits are likely to be greater 
than costs. Second, the reallocation of funds from other uses by increased taxation or cutting 
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expenditure in otherareas should ,be included as an opportunity cost. Third, as research may 
not succeed in providing useful results, ;the chance ,of success should :beassessedand 
incorporated into estimates ,of likely benefits wben deciding upon the ultimate level of 
funding. Finally t a further factor which needs to be consideredis the,possibility of changing 
oiliermanagementpractices or output This possibilityisnotincludedin the above analysis, 
but should be taken into account in deciding research priorities. 
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Technical appendix 

The dynamic optimisation model 

ThemodeUs a discrete time, non~stochastic, non-linear, dynamic model that is solved for 
the liming rate that maximises the net present value of the stream or annual values of pro fit 
per hectare. 

The objective function is 

Maximise NPV = L e-r1ltt 

The equations .describing the variables of the model are summarised as follows: 

pHI = j(TECt, pHI-I, Lt, ST) 

Y, = g(Ymax, pHt) 

'Ttt = Po.Yt ..,. PI.Lr- VCt 

where 
NPV 
r 

1tt 

pHI 

TEet 

LI 

Yt 
Ymax 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

net present value of profit stream 
discount rate 
profit in year t 

pH status of soil in year t 

total exchangeable cations in soil in year t 
lime rate in year t 
yield in year t 
maximum yield for pasture as determined by agronomic factors 
apart from acidity 

Vel = variable costs of pasture in year t 

PI = price of lime in year t 
ST = soU type 
Po = output price 

The model is optimised over forty years. The terminal condition problem is tackled by 

assuming thatprofit in year 40 continues forever. Discounting over the long time frame of 
the model ensures thattheterminal conditionisinsigniticant for decision making inthefirst 
thirty years. The functional forms of lhepH and yield equations are taken from Cregan, 
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Hirth aod Conyers (1988). Values of the parameters are derived from Creganet at. (1988), 
Lime-It (1990), and gross margin studies of the New South Wales Department of 
Agriculture and Fishecles (1991). 

The base values for the simulations are as follows: 

Initial pH 4.0 

Total exchangeable cations of soil (TEe) 4.4 

Discountrate 5 per cent 

Lime price .$43/t 

Applicationcosts$8/ha 
Gross margin for wool production $23/ha 

Note that the above gross margin for wool production is derived using a .grossgreasy wool 
auction price of S4.90lkg for 22 micron wool and.a stocking rate of 2.2 merino wethers per 
hectare. The model .is solved using a projected Lagrangian method contained in the 

nonlinear solving package of GAM SIMI NOS (Brooke, Kendrick and Meeraus 1988). 
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